
Check out the video below to hear

Newbridge FRC Manager Ellen

Duggan speak about how the plan

will guide the development of the

centre in the coming years. 
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Updates on the implementation of the LEADER Programme in Co. Kildare. 

LAUNCH OF THE NEWBRIDGE FAMILY

RESOURCE CENTRE STRATEGIC PLAN 2022-

2027. 

Newbridge Family Resource Centre was awarded LEADER funding in July

2021 to produce a Strategic Plan for 2022-2027. The completed plan was  

 launched on 3rd June in Newbridge Town Hall, with a great turnout from

the local community.

(Pictured L-R): Anne Daly, Ellen Duggan, Catherine Connolly, Mary Hennessy, Helen

Mulhall, and Sinead Bashir. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRXf9a_oGUU


"Club member and volunteer Diarmuid O’Connell has painstakingly
trawled through 140 years of newspaper cuttings and features that
document the sporting and social history of the club. From schoolboy
leagues to dinner dances and whist drives, there are sensational headlines
and nostalgic photos to enjoy. The boards will be fixed from wall to wall
for a full size display in the upstairs section of the clubhouse. Visitors will
enjoy seeing historical figures as well as familiar names and faces as it
spans the decades across the room."

Athy RFC were awarded funding in May 2020 to develop a living history

project to chronicle the contributions of past members to both local and

national history. The project involves installing a permanent photographic

exhibition in the clubhouse. Project Development Officer Helen Mulhall

recently viewed the 15 floor to ceiling vinyl display boards in Gavin Dooley

Signs that will be hung in Athy RFC as part of the project. This is what

Helen had to say:

ATHY RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB: LIVING

HISTORY PROJECT



SUSTAINABLE LIVING FUN DAY WITH

MONASTEREVIN SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

COMMUNITY

Monasterevin Sustainable Energy Community (SEC) were awarded funding  

in November 2020 to deliver a day of workshops on all aspects of

sustainability. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions on indoor

gatherings, the event had to be postponed a few times. After much

anticipation, it went ahead on Saturday 11th June. 

Workshops were held in Monasterevin Community Centre, which

coincidentally was awarded LEADER funding in 2019 to carry out

conservation and upgrading works. Five workshops were held over the

course of the day and these were delivered by the Clean Technology

Centre which is part of Munster Technological University. The topics

included energy and transport; food and food waste; water; waste, recycling,

and composting; and biodiversity.  Alongside the tutors from CTC, several

local guest speakers addressed participants, including Emer Conway,

Regional Mentor for Kildare's Sustainable Energy Communities and Eddie

Smyth, Umeras Community Development CLG. Alongside the workshops,

which ran from 9.30am to 5pm, there was a dedicated children's area with

games, and several local businesses and groups had stalls set up in the hall.

These included Unpacked Kildare, Varbos Ireland, Daniela's Bakery,

Sharon’s Jumbleberry Fayre, and the Irish Peatlands Conservation Council. 



Photo Collage: Sustainable Living Fun Day with
Monasterevin SEC


